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products, using well-defined, scientific

So, we can define software engineeringas an engineering branch associated with the
development of software product using well-defined scientific principles, methods and
procedures. The outcome of software

englneerlng.
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LECTARE NOTE'I

INTRODUCTION TO SOFTWARE ENGINEERING

Software is more than just a program code. A program is an executable code, which serves
some computational ptrpose. Software is considered to be a collection of executable
programming code, associated Iibraries and documentations. Software, when made for a

specific requirement is called software product.

engineering is an efficient and reliable software product.

We can alternatively view it as a systematic collection of past experience. The experience is
arranged in the form of methodologies and guidelines. A small program can be written without
using softw'are engineering principles. But if one wants to develop u lu.g" software product, then
software errgineering principles,are absolutely,,necessary to achieve a good qualib/ software cost
effectively.
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decomposition. In this technique, a Complex problem is divided into several smaller problems

and then the smaller problems are solved one by one. However, in this technique any random

decomposition of a problem into smaller parts will not help. The problem has to be decomposed

such that each component of the decomposed problem can be solved independently and then the

solution of the different components can be combined to get the full solution. A good

decomposition of a problem should minimize interactions among various components. If the

different subcomponeqts ar.g interqglated,.,,then'the diff.Erent components cannot 'be solved

separately and the desired reduction in complexity will not be realized.

NEED OF SOITIWARE ENGINEERING

The need of software engineering arises because of higher rate of change in user req.uirements

and environment on which the software is working.

. Large software - It is easier to build a wall than to a house or building, likewise, as the

size of software become large engineering has to step to give it a scientific process.

. Scalabilify- lf the software process were not based on scientific and engineering

concepts, it would be easier to re-create new software than to scale an existing one.

. Cost- As hardware industry has shown its skills and huge rnanufacturing has lower down

the price of computer.,and electronic hardware. But the cost of software remains high if
proper process is not adapted.

. Dynamic Nature- The always growing and adapting nature of software hugely depends

upon the environment in which the user rvorks. If the nature of software is always

changing, new need to be done in the existing one. This is where software

engineering plays a good role.

. Qualify Management- Better process of software development provides better and

qual ity software product.

CTIARACTERESTICS OF GOOD SOFIWARE

A software product can be judged by what it offers and how well it can.be used. This software

must satisfu on the following grounds:

a Operational

Transitional

Maintenancea
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Well:engintered and crafud softwarg iS eryeetedto have the following characteristics:

Operational

T-histells$hCIwwll,s'o,'ft w s ig$e#fidilssltic-affiemtasured, :
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Usability ,.:

Etriciarcy.,

Correctness

Fyq91ionali.ry

DWendabili

s..pm ..=
:Safef.tr t,:

F,ortability'

Intercperabilify

Reusability.

Adaptability.',

Transitional

This aspeCi is important when the software is moved from one platform to another:

,l
:
:'
$i
:la

l

Maintenance

This 4spect biief,s *out hoW rrell a software has the capabilities to maintain itself in the ever-

changing environment:

. Modularity

. Flexibility

ln: shot, Soff #gineeiing'is a br,anch of c puter ScienCe, v/hich use$ vrell-defned
ffqi@ring'loneepts icqdited $ pmdrt e effictehL durable, scalable, in-budget and on-tirne

software products
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LFCTARE NOTE ?

SOFTWARE DEVELOPMENT LIFE CYCLE

LIFE CYCLE }IODEL

A software life cycle model (also called process model) is a descriptive and diagrammatic

iepresentation of the software life cycle. A life cycle model represents all the activities required

THE NEED FOR A SOFTWARE I,IFE CYCLE MODEL

The development team must identi$ a suitable life cycle model for the particular project and

then adhere to it. Without using of a particular life cycle model the development of a software

product would not be in a systematic and disciplined manner. When a software product is being

developed by a team there must be a clear understanding among team members about when and

what to do, Otherwise it would lead to chaos and project failure; This problem can be illustrated

by using a:r example. Suppose a software development problem is divided irto several parts and

the parts are assigned to the team members. Frorn then on, suppose the team members are

allowed the freedorn to develop the parts assigned to them in whatever way they like. It is
possible that one member might start writing the code for his part, another might decide to

prepare the test documents first, and sorne other engineer might begin with the design phase of
the parts assigned to him. This would be one of the perfect recipes for project failure. A software

life cycle model defines entry and exit criteria for every phase. A phase can start onty if its
phase-entry criteria have been satisfied. So without software life cycle modef the entry an!-exrt

criteria for a phase cannot be recognized. Mthout software life cycle models it becomes difficult
for software project managers to monitor the progress of the project.

Different software life cycle motlels

Many life cycle models have been proposed so far. Each of them has some advantages as well as

some disadvantages. A few important and commonly used life cycle rnodels are as follows:

#flnri cs6+1r
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o Classical Waterfall Model



i -, It iYe- @l Mbdel
. Prototyping Model
o Evolutionary Model
. SpiralModel

l; .. C ASSI€*J, W=ATilEI'AEL MCIDEL

The Classieit witer t odel is i fivety the mJst obr.iou. way, to, de+elop Sdfurir". Though::::::
the classical waterfall model is elegant and intuitively obvious, it is not a practical model in the
-sense thaiit caanot be'used in actual'soffi*e d-velopmentrprojects. Thus, this model cin be

considered$ be a iheorettcal way bf deva *g'software, But all othbr life cyele, models are

essentially derived from the classical waterfall model. So, in order to be able to appreciate other
Iife Cycle models it is necessary to learn the classical waterfall model. Classical waterfall model
divides the life cycle into the following phases as shown in fig.2.1:

Fig 2.1: Classical WaterfallModel

F'easibilig-., study,'' The4ain.aim of felsibility study. is. ta detennine..whether',it would be

financially and technically feasible to develop the product.

l)gPr dlJ,: ct*?'* rr
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. At fiffiroject managsrl oi teain lea&rs ry 1o 6ave a rough understanding of what is

system and output data to be produced by the system. They study wtrat kina of processing

is needed to be done on these dati and they look at the various 
"onitraints 

on the

e After they have an overall understanding of the problem they investigate the different
solutions that are possible. Then they exarnine each of the solutions in terms of what kind
of resources required, what would be the Coit of development and what would be the

development time for each solution.

feasible financially and technically. They Check whether the custorne. Uuagei would meet
the cost of the product and whether ihey have sufficient technical expertise in the area of
developrnent.

Requirements analysis and specification: - The aim of the requirements analysis and

specification phase is to understand the exact requirements of the customer and to documenttrrempro$$tlffi:ffij[ffi;;:;""'name'Iv -, I
a

The goal of the, requirements gathering activity is to collect all relevanr information from the
custorner regarding the product to be developed, This.is dohe !o clearly und'e1s[g4{ the customer
requirements so that incompleteness and inconsistencies are removed.

The requirements analysis activity is begun by collecting all relevant data regarding the product
to be developed from the users of the product and fiom the customer through interviews and
discussions. For example, to perform Ur* i.quir"r"ents analysis of a business accounting software
required by an organization,the analyst might interview all the accountants of the organization to
ascertain their requirements. The data collected from iuch u group of users usually contain
several contradictiort urd ambiguities, since each user typically has only a partial and
incomplete view of the syptem. Thirefore it is necessary to mnrifu, aff aAtigufli es
contradictions in the requirements and resolve them tfuough further discussions with tJre

customer. After all ambiguities, inconsistencies, and incompleteness have been resolved and all
the requirements properly understood, the requirements specification activity can start. During
this activity, the user requirements are systematically organized into a Software Requirements
Specification (SRS) doclment. The customer requirementi identified during the requirements
gathering and analysis activity are organized into a SRS document. The important components of
this document are functional requirements, the nonfunctional ,equirements, and tfre goats of
implementation.

lisP{$*iilTs& 1t:
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Desigh: -'The goal of ihe design ph'ase ii to tranifon4t-he requirements specified inrthe,SRS
document into a structure that is suitable for implementutio, in some programming language. In
technical terms, during the design phase the ,oft*ur" architecture is derived from ttre iRS
document. Two distinctly different approaches are available: the traditional design approach and

o Traditional design approach -Tradiiional design consists of two different activities; firstrr 
u su. rysii offire fii;fu sp'a+ina*ian is carried out *trere trre detaited
st r"tu.e of the problem is examined. This is followed by a structured design activity.
During structuied design, the results oi structured analysis are transformed into the

. Object-oriented design approach -ln this technique, various objects that occur in the

'-: 't problem aomain'.and'.the solution domain are first identified, and the different
relationships that exist among these objects are identified. The object structure is further

Coding,, a,1d '[nit testi@-The 'purp'ose of , the'. coding phase (sometimes called the
implementation phase) of software development is to translate the software design into source
code. Each component of the design is implemeni.a u. a program module. The end-product of
this @se is a set o{program m' es that hate Ueen individually tested. During this phase, each
module is unit testeito-determine the correct working of all the individual mo-iules. It involves
tesiing each module in isolation as this is the most efficient way to debug the errors identified at

fttegiation"and,,, tem=lestiaq ;Int6'$tion of different modules is undertaken once they have ' 
,l

'been'bodcdaa naii tesied, *ing ifil *te$xioii una'*ystffi testing phur., the moduies are ::
integrated in a planned manner. The different modules making up a software product are almost
never integrated in one shot. Integration is normally carried out incrementally over a number of
steps. During each integration step, the partially integrated system is tested and a set oi
previously planned modules are added to it. Finally, when allthe modules have been successfully
inte$ate'd and testedj'system+pting' is C-mied out The goal of system testing is.to ensurt,that 

'r-

the developed system conforms to its requirements laid out in the SRS document. System testing
usually consists of three different kinds of testing activities:

. o - testing: It is the system testing performed by the development team.
o B -testing: It is the system testing performed by a friendly set of customers.
e Acceptance teiting: It is the system testing performed by the customer himself after the

product deiivery to determine whether to accept or reject the delivered product.

System-ieSdilg'is n ally carried ouf in,a plannediapilefucordlrg to the ,yEt"* test plan
documenti Th; tm test plin iAeltifi*-aU testing-related activities that *uri b" performed,

flgPr0r{;cre J.r
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specifies the schedule of testing, and allocates resources. It also lists all the test cases and the

expected outputs for each test case.

lVtraintenandd; *lV[aintehdcu o6 [.6p.,ical $ffiar6,poduC1- {equires much more than the effort

indicate that the relative effort of development of a typical software product to its maintenance

effort is roughly in the 40:60 ratios. Maintenance involves performing any one oi more of the

following three kinds of activities:

.=i. '.Correclilg er.rars that wTe ildt Oisioverea,oilringjiie ploduct development phase rhii is

called corrective maintenance.

. Improving the implementation of the system, and enhancing the funciionalities of the

reglir,ed to get the softwla,re to wdrk on a new computer platftlm 6i'with a',new operating

*e classical'*aterftll modb!, is an:i@istic one since it assumes that, no dev=olopm'ent error is
r commiftad ,by the, ineer$ dwing anl|of the"life cy.cle phase5; tilowe.ver, i1'-practical

development environments, the ergineeii do iommit'a larg-,number of errors in almoSi eveqy

phase of the life cycle. The source of the defects can be many: oversight, wrong assunptions, use

of inappropriate technology. conrmunication gap among the project engineers, etc. These defects

usually get detected much later in the life Cyclei For exru+pte, a design defect might go tinnoticgd

till we reaCh the coding oi testinglhase. Once a defeit i,s defected, the engineers ngqd it go bac.k

and,the. puh$Hqu,gntdases to c.orrect,{{]e*fe@d its o+LBn.the la.L?lphases. Therefoie; ir
any practical software development work, it is not possible to striCtly follow the Classical

waterfallmodel.

IISFX#fl;{"s6 J!'
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LECTURE T{OTE 3

2. ITERATTVE WATERFALL MODEL

To overcome themajor shortcomings of the classical waterfall model, we come up with the
iterative waterfall model.

Fig 3.1 : Iterative Waterfall Model

Here, we provide feedback paths for error correction as & when detected later in a phase.

Though errors are inevitable, but it is desirable to detect them in the same phase in which
they occur. Ifso. this can reduce the effort to correct the bug.

The advantage of this model is that there is a working model of the system at a very early
stage of development which makes it easier to find functional or design flaws. Finding issues

at an early stage of development enables to take corrective measures in a limited budget.

The disadvantage with this SDLC model is that it is applicable only to large and bulky
software development projects. This is because it is hard to break a small software system

into further small serviceable increments/modules.
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3. PRTOTYPING MODEL

Prototype

A prototype is a toy implementation of the system.

fiurctional capabilities, low reliability, and

desired results by

Needfor a protofiipe in software

messages,

how the

how the system wouldproduce

compared

look-up instead

Another reason for developing a prototype is tliat it is impossible to get the perfect product

in the fipt attempl Many researchers and engineers advoQate that ifyou want to develop a
good product you must plan to throw away the first version. The experience gained in

developing the prototype can be used to develop the final product.

A prototyping model can be used when technical solutions are unclear to the development

team. A developed prototype can help engineers to critically examine the technical issuei
associated with the product development. Often, major design decisions depend on issues

like the response time of a hardware controller, orthe efficiency of a soning algorithm, etc.

In such circumstances, a prototype may be the best or the only way to resolve the technical

issues.

A prototype of the actual product is preferred in situations such as:

. User requirements are not complete

. Technical issues are not clear

J)6PF=::Sf CfiGT JI
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Fig 3.2: Prototype Model

4. EVOLUTIONARY MODEL

It is also called successive versions model or incremental model. At first, a simple working
model is built. Subsequently it undergoes functional improvements & we keep on adding new
functions till the desired system is built.
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LECTIJRE I,{OTE 4

5. SPIRAL MODEL

Fig 4,'1: Spiial Model
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The prototyping model is suitable for projects for which either the user requirements or the

underlying tectrnical aspects are not well understood. This model is especially popular for

development of the user-interface part of the projects,
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The evolutionary approach is suitable for large problems which can be decomposed into a set of
modules for incremental development and delivery. Tlris model is also widely used for object-
oriented development projects. Of course, this model can only be used if the incremental delivery
of the system is acceptable to the customer.
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LECTT]RE I{OTE 5

REQUIREMENTS ANALYSIS AND SPECIFICATION

Parts of a SRS dosument

Funclional requirements of the system

Nonlfirnctional requirements of the system, and

Goals of implementation ,.,
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Example: - Consider the case of the library system, where -

tr'l: Search Book function

Input: an author's name

D o c ume nting fun ctio nal r eq uir ements

R1: withdraw cash



than 100 and less than 10,000 in

to the SRS

do

easy,

&

o Concise. The SRS document should be'concise and at the same time.unambiguous,
consistent, and complete. Verbose and irrelevant descriptions reduce readability and also
increase error possib il ities.
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Verifiahle. All requirements the system in the SRS document should

an

to
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face
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. It will be

proper

to wiite the users'

might be

OF

. Response to undesired events. It should characterize acceptable responses to undesired

events. These are called system response to exceptional conditions.

. Without SRS document, it will be very much difficult for the maintenance engineers to

understand the functionality of the system.

Problems with an unstructured speciJication

. It would be very much difficult to understand that docurnent.

' It would be very much difficult to modifu that document.

r 0onceptual integrity,,in that doc,unent nvould not be show4.
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LECTURE NOTE'6
DECISION TREE

Decision: When the'new member' option is selected, the software asks details about the

member like the member's name, address, phone number etc.

Action: If proper information is entered then a membership record for the member is

created and a bill is printed for the annual membership charge plus the security deposit
payable.

Renewal option-

Decision: If the'renewal'option is chosen, the LMS asks forthe member's name and his
membership number to check whether he is a valid member or not.

Action: If the membership is valid then membership expiry date is updated and the

annual membership bill is printed, otherwise an error message is displayed.

Cancel membership option-
Decision: If the 'cancel membership' option is selected, then the software asks for
member's name and his membership number.

Action: The membership is cancelled, a cheque for the balance amount due to the

member is printed and finally the membership record is deleted from the database.
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New Member

Yss
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No
lnvalid Option

The following tree (fig. 6.1) shows the graphical representation of the above example.

Fig 6.1: Deoision Tree of LMS

DECISION TABLE
A decision table is used to represent the complex processing logic in a tabular or a matrix form.

The upper rows of the table speci$ the variables or eonditions to be evaluated. The lower rows

of the table specifu the actions to be taken when the corresponding conditions ars satisfied. A
column in a table is called a rule. A rule implies that if a conditioq is true; phen the
corresponding action is to be executed.

Example: -

Consider the previously discussed LMS example. The followidg decision lable (frgr 6.2) shows

how to represent the LMS problem in a tabular fonn. Here the table is divided into fwo parts, the

upper part shows the conditions and the lower part strows what actions are taken. Each column
of the table is a rule.

Creal* mrnrbership daialls

PrintBiil

addr*$*;,*tc,

,Ask for membership d*tails

Update expiry date

PrintBill

r.
l1r tirn, ,lvurFur

Ask fo[s*mb*rsh l* d*lailt

0*l :*ii*mb.$hipr d

Printcheque

0irylay-. * rr*r mu$$n$ s

Renewal



Fig.6.2

for

Valid selection No Yes Yes Yes

New member Yes Itlo No

Renewal Na Yeg l{o
Cancellation No No Yes

x

Ask member's details x

Build customer record x

Generate bill X x

Ask member's name & membership number X X

Update expiry date x

Print cheque x

Delete record x

Condition*

Aclions
Display error message

)
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Linear Semantics:-
In this approach, a run of a system is described by a sequence (possibly infinite) of events or
states. The concurrent activities of the system are represented by,non-deterministic interleavings
of the automatic actions. For example, a concurrent activity a llU is represented by the set of

j)t??'ur'{:}i'& /r
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sequential activities a;b and b;a. This is simple but rather unnatural representation of
concurrency. The behavior ofa this model consists of the set of all
this model realistic,

exclude the unwanted

Semantics

represents conourrency

In this approach,

This is again not
the required computational

Partial order semantics:-
Under this view, the r

order relation among

Formal methods

specifications

used to reason

implementation

faimess restrictions are imposed

at any state are assumed

since it implicitly assumes the

partial order represents a

some other

well-founded mathematical
precise, but also mathematically sound

of a specification and to rigorously

This fact identifies

representatlon.
ffililp=phen6menonr:inot translatable fo an, inteileated

Formal methods possess several porii,iva features, some of which are discussed below; ,. ,,,

r Formal specificatio:rs'encourage. rigor. Often, th1 ve^ry process ::.::url.rt:l g,
rigorous specification is more important than the formal specification itself. The

construction of a rigorous specification clarifies several aspects of system-,behavior'

that are not obvious in an informal specification.

. Formal methods have well-defined semantics. Therefore, ambiguity in specifiCafioni

isautomaticuiiy^,oia"Jwhenoneformallyspecifiesasystem.-,_
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automattng the analys

been used to automati,

proving techni

specifications.

I

specification used to

post-

to be

-l useful in of specifications.

Li mit at i o ns of fo rm al r e q u ir e me n t s sp e c iti c a t io n

r The basic incompleteness results of first-order logic suggest that it is impossible to
check absolute corectness of systems using theorem proving techniques.

r Formal techniques are not able to handle complex problems. This shortcoming results
from the fact that, even moderately complicated problerns blow up the complexity of
formal specification and their analysis. Also, a large unstructuied set

formulas is dilficult to comprehend.

Axiomatic Specification
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systematically develop flre

. Speci8 a predicate defining the coaditions which must hold on the output of the

function if it behaved properly.

r Establish the changes made to the function's input parameters after execution of the

function. Pure mathematical functions do not change their input and therefore this

type of assertion is not necessary for pure functions,
. io-Uine all of the above into pre und port conditions of tne furction.

Examplel: -

Specify the pre- and post-conditions of a function that takes a.real number ai argument

and returns half the input value if the input is less than or equal to 100, or else returns

louble 
the value. I

f (x : real) : real

pre:x€R

post : {(x<100) n (f(x) : x/2)} v {(x>100) n (f(x) = 2*x)}

Axiomatically speciff a function named search which takes an integer array and an

integer key value as its arguments and returns the index in the array where the key value

is present.

pre : 3 i € lxfirst....Xlast], X[i] : key

post : {(X'[search(X, key)] = key) n (X = X')]

Here the convention followed is::If a firnction changes any of its input parameters and if
that parameter is named X, and then it is referred to as X' afur the function completes

execution faster.

p4f r 0r..r=..1{s &,{",$
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LECTT]RE NOTE 8

SoftwaeDesignkvels 
:

Software design yields three levels of results:

Modularization is a technique to divide a software system into multiple discrete and

independent modules, which are expected to be capable of carrying out task(s) independently.

These modules may work as basic constructs for the entire software. Designers tend to design

modules such that they can be executed and/or compiled separately and independently.
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Couplingand Cohesion

When a software program is rnodularized, its tasks are divided into several rnodules based on

some characteristics. As we know, modules are set of instructious put together in order to
achieve some tasks. They are though, considered as single entity but may refer to each other to
work together. There are measuies by which the quatity of a design of modules and their
interaction among them can be measured. These measures are called coupling and cohesion.
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is unplanned, it may serve confusion to the and is generally not-accepted.

executed sequentially and work on same data (information), it is called
cohesion.

There are five levels of coupling, namely -
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LECTURE NOTE 9

There are multiple variants of software design. Let us study them briefly:

Software design is a process to conceptualize the software requirements into software
implementation. Software design takes the user requirements as challenges and iries to find
optimum.solution. While the software is being conceptualiaed, aplan is chalked out to find the

best possible design for implementing the intended solution.,

The small pieces of problem are solved by means of solution modules. Structured design
emphasis that these modules be well organized in order to achieve precise solution.

These modules are arranged in hierarchy. They communicate with each other..A good structured
design always follows some rules for communicition amongmultiple modules, namely -

Cohesion - grouping of all functionally related elements.

Coupling - communication between different modules.



FunctionOrientdDeign

is considered as top

Function oriented design

methodology is used.

:::::.

itt)

. Objects - All entities

can

tT:&

This design mechanism divides the whole system into smaller functions, which provides means

of abstraction by concealing the infonnation and their operation. These functional modules can

share information among themselves by rneans of information passing and using infonnatiou
available globally.

is thal when a prograq, calls a function, the function changes

Design Process

. 
The 

whole system is seen as how data flows in the system by means of data flow
diagram.

. DFD depicts how functions change the data bnd state of entire system.

; The entire system is logically broken down into smaller units known as functions on the

. Each function is then described at large. , .ii
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a number

it to
sub-achieve

In the solution design, attributes are stored as variables and functionalities are defined
by means of methods or procedures.

. Encapsulation - In OOD, the athibutes (data variables) and methods (operation on the
data) are bundled together is called encapsulation. Encapsulation not only bundles
important information of an object together. but also restricts access of the data and

methods frorn the outside world. This is called informatiOn hiding.

. Inheritance - OOD allows similar classes to stack up in hierarchical manner where the
Iower or sub-classes can import, implement and re-use allowed variables and methods
from their immediate superclasses. This property of OOD is known as inheritance. This
makes it easier to define specific class and to create generalized classes from specific
ones.

. Polymorphism - OOD Ianguages provide a mechanism where methods performing
similar tasks but vary in arguments. can be assigned same name. This is called
polymorphism, which allows a single interface performing tasks for diflerent types.
Depending upon how the function is invoked, respective portion of the code gets

'executed.

Design Process

Software design process can be perceived as series of well-defined steps. Though it varies
according to design approach (function oriented or object oriented, yet It may have the
following steps involved :

A solution design is created from requifement or previous used system and/or system
sequence diagram.

. Objects are identified and grouped into classes on behalf of similarity in atrribute
characteristics, i:

. Class hierarchy and relation among them are defined.

. Application framework is defined.

ff?roi'{rs'f & 1r
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as one

Topdown design s-talts with a geng..rqlized model of system and ke,e3s on,$,Sfrnin$n the more

specific part of it. When all components are composed the whole system comes into existence.

Botlom-up strategy is more suitable when a system needs to be created from some existing

system, where the basic primitives ean be usgd in the newer system. , r,

Both" top-down and bottom-up approaches are not practical individually. Instead, a good

combination of both is used.
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LECTURE NOTE 10

SOFTWARE ANALYSIS & DESIGN TOOLS

Softw'are analysis and design is the intermediate stage, which helps human-readable
requirements to be transformed into actual code.
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DFD Components

DFD can represent Source, destination, storage and flow of data using the following set of
components -

l)rfr]'CIli ('5"r1& Jl'
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Data Dictionarv

A data dictionary lists all data items appearing in the DFD model of a system. The data items
listed include all data flows and the contents of all data stores appearing on the DFDs in the DFD
model of a system. A data dictionary lists the purpose of all data items and the definition of all
composite data items in terms of their component data items. For example, a data dictionary
entry may represent that the data grossPay consists of the components regularPay and
overtimePay.

Example 1: Tic-Tac-Toe Computer Game

Tic-tac-toe is a computer game in which a human player and the computer make
, alternative moves on a 3x3' square. A move consists of marking previously

unmarked square. The player wlro first places three consecutive *urt, along u
straight line on the square (i.e. along u ,o*, column. or diagonal) wins the SJ".
As soon as either the human player or the computer wins. u *Jrrug.
congratulating the w'inner slrould be displayed. If neither player manages to get
three consecutive marks along a straight line, but all the squares on the board are
filled up. then the game is drawn. The computer always tries to win a game.

l)rP?'0r'(:sa &1r
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To develop the context diagram of the system, it is required to analyze the SRS document to
identifu the different t)?es of users who would be using the system and the kinds of data they
would be inputting to the system and the data they woulJ be receiving the system. Here, the term

"users of the system" also includes the external systems which supply data to or receive data

from the system.
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Fig. I 0.4: ContextDiagram

To develop the data flow modelof a system, first the most abstract represeutation of the problem

is to be worked out. The most abstract representation of the problem is also called the context
diagram. After, developing the context diagram, the higher-level DFDs have to be developed.

Context Diagram: - This has been described earlier,

0EPT CItt clsli & lI
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Example:-
A supermarket needs to develop the followin$ software to encourage regular customers.
For this, the customer needs to supply hisArer resideace address, telephone number, and

,,, the driving license number. Each customer who registers for this scheme is assigned a

unique customer numbei (CN) by the compuier. A customer can present his CN to the

''' check out staff when he makes any purchase.,In this case, the value of his purchase is

credited against his CN. At the end of each year, the supermarket intends to award
surprise gifts to 10 customers who make the highest total purchase over the year. Also, it
intends to award a 22 caret $old coin to every customer whose purchase exceeded

Rs.l 0,000. TIte enkies against the CN are the ."r.t on the day of every year after the prize

The context diagram for this problem is shown in fif 10.5, the lenel 1 DFD in fig. 10.6, and the
level 2 DFD in fig. 10.7.
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The context diagram forthe trading house automation problem is shown in fig. 10.8, and
the level I DFD in fig. 10.9.
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Fig. 10.9: Level 1 DFD forTAS

Datailitfionary, r. the DFD Model of TAS:',:: ,:

response: lbill + material-issue-slip, reject-message]

querf period /*query from mhnager regarding sales statistics */

period: [date + date,'monflr, year, day]

date: year * month + day

year: integer ,

;;;;er-id + 1ite., * o'*,,*,-l* oro"*
accepted.ordii: order /* ordered items available in inventory ;/

ilsr?'tx: {t-\'f e 1r
r:.r i.fb,i5ti,?l Bar/*



reject-message :. order *.mess&Bo l*rsj eCtion fiessage*/

,pendin$-orderi: pustome.r*id +.{items +4an{,ty}* .

OilantffiteSer
order#:: inleger /x

priee: integer

total-amount: integer

generate-indent: command

indent {indent + quantrty} * * vendor-address

indents: {indent}*

vendgbddress: customer-address &
.*, 

1 :

.vendor-list: Ilendor-address)* " .

item-file: {itemln ,. '$

,:o' # 
"gJ'

indent-request:command,

mrrfir ilsg
, il'i$SLrfl su.r

generated bythe program t/
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Shortcomings of a DFD model

DFD models suffer from several shortcomings. The important shoftcornirrgs of the DFD rnodels

are the following:
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STRUCTURED DESIGN

representation) into a structure chart. Stnrctured design provides two strategies [o guide

r ' ]ransfory 
analysis. ..r, s . i:, \\,r(: :n

e are an fffiUar w-ith*e fid$ dhid represdatio.n:of a ptogram. Flow chafi ii a Cowenient

technique to represent the flow of control in a program. A structure chart differs from a flow
chart in three piinCipal ways:
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Transform Analysis
Transform analysis identifie

boxes and

of

The input portion of the DFD includes processes that kansform input data from physical (e.g.

character from terminal) to logical forms (e.g. internal tables, lists, etc.). Each input portion is

called an afferent branch.

The output portion of a DFD transforms output data from logical to physical form. Each output

portion is called an efferent branch. The remaining portion of a DFD is called the central

ffansform.

In the next step of transform ,analysis, the structure chart is derived by drawing one functional

component for the central lransform,and the afferent and efferent branches.
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Example: Strucrure chart for the RMS software

For this example, the context diagram was drawn earher.

To draw the level I DFD (fig.11.1), from a cursory a:ralysis of the problem
description, we can see that there are four basic functions that the system needs to
perform - accept the input numbers from the user, validate'the numbers, Calculate the
root mean square of the input numbers and, then display the result.

Fig. I1.1: Level I DFD

By observing the level 1 DFD, we identifu the validate-input as the afferent branch and write-
output as the efferent branch. The remaining portion (i.e. cornpute-rms) forms the central
transform. By applying the step 2 and step 3 of transform':analysis, we get the strucfure chart
shown in fig.l 1.2.
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Transaction analysis uses this tag to divide the system into transaction modules and a

tran saction-center module.

The structure chart for the supermarket prize scheme software is shown in fig. I I .3.

Fig. 1 1.3: Structure Chart for the supermarket prize scheme
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